EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

SURVIVAL SKILLS:
RUGGEDIZATION
HOW TO ENSURE PERFORMANCE UNDER THE TOUGHEST
CONDITIONS IN 5 STEPS
Today, even the most remote regions of the globe are connected thanks to advanced
communications technologies. But connectivity is not always easy. Challenging
environmental conditions, such as temperature extremes, corrosion, vibration and
shock all present significant risks to performance.
Commercially available off-the-shelf components aren’t designed to handle these
extremes. At EM Research, we design solutions that thrive in the wild. Below, we’ve
outlined the 5 steps we take to ruggedize frequency generation and signal conversion
solutions to endure the extremes.

STEP 1

UNDERSTAND THE ENVIRONMENT
Whether on the ground, in the upper atmosphere or at sea, each environment presents a unique set of challenges.
Common factors include:

AIRBORNE APPLICATIONS

GROUND-BASED VEHICLES

SATCOM APPLICATIONS

SHIPBOARD APPLICATIONS

ll Vibration from mechanical
operation

ll Vibration engines, rough roads

ll Extreme heat and cold

ll Salt, water and corrosion

ll Shock from IEDs, collisions

ll Rain, snow, ice

ll High humidity and fog

ll Pressure from altitude changes

ll Extreme heat and cold

ll Debris, dust, plant and wildlife

ll Submersion, pressure

ll Ability to endure acceleration
and changing G-forces

ll Extreme temperatures

ll Extreme heat and cold

STEP 2

DEVELOP A PL AN
At EM Research, we design each product to meet clients’ specific requirements. Design, engineering and
manufacturing are all completed in-house. This is where the innovation happens.

DESIGN evaluates the environmental
factors including temperature range,
mobility, exposure to liquids and vibration,
then selects the right metals, circuit board
base and package type.

ENGINEERING considers the tolerances
of each of the individual components.
RF, mechanical and electrical engineers
collaborate and create computer models of
new systems.

MANUFACTURING ensures the system is
built to spec, and tested to perform. Quality
assurance is critical. We build with state-ofthe-art manufacturing technologies and
ISO-9001:2008, and IPC-certified processes.

STEP 3

RUGGEDIZE THE SYSTEM

TEMPERATURE

VIBRATION / SHOCK

Select components
that support necessary
temperature dissipation,
thermal PCB path analysis and
power performance.

Methods such as mechanical
reinforcement, heavierweight components, less
flexible materials and epoxy
reinforcement are effective
methods to protect against
vibration damage.

LONG-TERM
SURVIVABILITY

PHASE-LOCKED LOOP
OPTIMIZATION

Quality and tolerances of
materials are critical. Proper
sealing is essential. Proper
testing must be completed, and
quality assurance conducted to
validate construction.

Temperature vibration changes
can induce frequency errors.
Phase-Locked Loop (PLL)
optimization allows an oscillator
or frequency synthesizer to
constantly make adjustments to
stay in phase.

STEP 4

LIQUID EXPOSURE
Depending whether the
system will be exposed,
immersed or submerged,
gaskets, hermetic sealing,
epoxy or special paints, along
with anti-corrosion plating
perform well.

STEP 5

TEST LIVE OR IN THE LAB

IMPLEMENT THE SOLUTION

In the lab, the same expert engineers that designed the
solution, along with our manufacturing and quality assurance
teams, collaborate to create test scenarios that replicate
environmental conditions. We methodically test to ensure
requirements are met and that they are correctly assessed.

Installing the product in the live system is
the final step in the ruggedization process.
It’s the ultimate test of survival skills.

RECENT SUCCESS STORY:

HONE YOUR
SURVIVAL SKILLS

ZFR SERIES
Type: Shipboard application

CHALLENGE:

SOLUTION:

OUTCOME:

Liquid, corrosion, vibration

Enhanced components,
phase-locked loop
optimization, anticorrosive plating, improved
connectors, fully sealed

Product has functioned
successfully, delivering
the required performance
without corrosion, signal
loss or physical defects

Each mission, each system
and environment presents its
own unique requirements.
Turn to the partner that industry
leaders trust when failure is not
an option. To learn more about
ruggedization, download the
full white paper here.

ABOUT EM RESEARCH
EM Research designs and manufactures configurable frequency generation and signal
conversion solutions for communications, SatCom, aerospace, military and commercial
wireless applications. Our technology is integral to complex systems that keep our nation safe,
advance scientific research and enhance global communication. With decades of engineering
expertise across a broad range of frequency bands, along with an ISO-certified manufacturing
facility and relentless customer service, EM Research provides full spectrum innovation that
drives clients’ mission success.
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